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TaskAnalyzer Preface
TaskAnalyzer V3.01 is a complete re-write of previous versions. It started a long time ago when I needed a tool to visualize 

my system’s task execution and help me verify operation. Although I had the test automation tools to test against the ideal 

operation, mismatches of the simulation theoretical timing pushed me to develop the initial tool. The original tool was 

written back on 2003 with TCL/Tk and it was slow with a large amount of data. I liked this tool although I didn’t have a need 

to re-use it in other projects. However I always wanted to improve it in terms of performance and from its buggy operation. 

I re-wrote the program in python, but again I was not happy with the result. Finally I decided to write a tutorial on 

debugging systems with Logic Analyzers and I decided to re-write (yes, third time, how insane should I be!) the tool. This 

time I used python and wxPython for the GUI. I also tried to use TDD (Test Driven Development) methods during the 

development of this project, for the non-gui part. I can assure it was a difficult task to accomplish, given I did this in my free 

time. I learned lot’s of new things for wxPython (I never write C code in my PC anymore for writing my tools for embedded 

development….).

Now the tool is stable, less buggy and pretty fast if you compare it with the previous tools. It has room for improvements 

and of course it is open source, so you can see how it works, modify it or used as a base for another tool (that I hope you will

share!). 

You can find more information and projects in www.ilialex.gr

I hope that you find this tool useful and I hope I get your feedback.

Enjoy,

Ilias

28/07/2012
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Step #1, Load Primary Tasks

From the File menu select  “Open Primary”. This will present a dialog to select your XML file. This should contain the tasks 

data captured from your Logic Analyzer or other source.
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Step #2, Load Primary Tasks

For example purposes we will load a sample file, located in the vec/ folder. This folder contains some sample XML files that 

are used also for the TDD testing of some python modules during development.
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Step #3, Load Primary Tasks

Select file “Current.xml”.
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Step #4, Load Primary Colors

After a while of processing, you will be prompted for a color file. This is optional (you can press Cancel if you wish). This load 

a hand-made .csv file with color information for each task. Thus subsequent captures and loads may use the same colors. 

The colors assigned are in the HTML hex format: ie #RRGGBB. See http://www.w3schools.com/html/html_colors.asp

View the above file to see format.
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Step #5, Load Events

If you have an additional event file with other data in XML format you can load it to the secondary panel. You may generate 

this file from other data in your system, or from a different instrument. As long as you convert to XML format it can be used, 

to correlate external events with your internal system state. Select “Open Secondary” from the menu.
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Step #6, Load Events

Load the file named “Frame.xml”. This is a small XML having some data. It is worth noting that this XML can have additional 

information properties, as it supports programmable field labels for the data. For example the Symbol definition would be:

<Symbol Name="Preamble" V0="01" GRP="1" COL="Orange" F1="Len" F2="Rate" F3="WeiNum" F4="BctNum" F5="Src" F6="Dst" F7="Type" F8="Duration" 

F9="Seq" F10="Frag" F11="DurID" F12="CRC" F13="FrmNum"></Symbol>

This would imply that in the data section the second field for example (F2) would have the label “Rate”. The label along with

the actual value will be displayed when the relevant data will be highlighted. Also note that color information can be 

embedded to this file.
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Step #8, Set Search Value

After loading the files, you can see in the relevant search combos, that you search tasks. The arrows left and right of the 

combo indicate the search direction. There are two search gui tools one for the primary display (tasks) and one for the 

secondary (events)
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Step #9, Zooming and Moving

Using the span (zoom) slider you can zoom-in. In full zoom out you cannot move in time because all tasks fit inside the 

display (time-wise). Zooming in allows the position slider to move you along your data which you can see with larger detail.
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Step #10, Zooming and Moving

If there are data in the secondary area at this time position they would be displayed too.
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Step #11, HighLight Task

Double clicking a task or event will display the statistics information in the middle-bottom. See example. The general 

information  will display the task name and CPU (or time) usage of the selected task. The execution column will display 

information of the min-avg-max execution times of the selected task. Finally the interval clomun will display the min-avg-

max intervals of task execution (time from one execution to the next of the same task).
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Step #12, HighLight Event

If you double click an event in addition to the event statistics (as in tasks), you will be presented with the extra information

fields of each event. This will allow you to display important data from your events to help you evaluate easier your data.
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Step #13, Cursors

Clicking on the cursor enables on the bottom left, you activate the cursors that you can drag them to the required position. 

In the bottom right you see a matrix of cursors. On the diagonal you will see the absolute cursor position (intersection of the 

same cursor name). For example Cursor 2 is at 22.384mS (absolute position). The subsequent intersections display the time 

difference between the cursors. Ie. Cursor 2 is on the left side of #1 at 16.165uS time difference. Currently up to 4 cursors are 

supported.
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Step #14, Search

Zooming in and pressing the relevant search button, the display centers on the requested task
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Step #15, Vertical Scroll

Moving the side sliders you can scroll down to see all the invisible tasks if you have so many, like in this example file. The 

last line displays the Hidden tasks. These are the tasks that are not currently visible. All these tasks are placed in the hidden 

line. Using the proper colors you can identify them visually and of course you can highlight them if you are not sure.
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XML Description
The XML from Logic Analyzer (LA1690), has three main sections.

The Symbol section defines the symbol names and the value range for each Label (ie. 0x50 assigned to IRQ, or 

0x60-0x6F assigned to RXComm Tasks).

The time data sections has a list of the time that events/tasks happened. These data are correlated (a 1 to 1 map with the 

next data section). This is the starting time of each event.

The data section has a list of the values, which maps 1 to 1 to the timing data above. The values are numeric values. The 

TaskAnalyzer tool replaces this data internally with the corresponding symbol.TaskAnalyzer tool replaces this data internally with the corresponding symbol.
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XML Description, Symbols
Symbol data is the first section in the XML files. In the standard logic analyzer format it defines the label name, the value

range and the base unit (Hex, Dec etc). It also defines the hardware assigned pin numbers of the probe. The signal DebugClk

is the state clock sampling (state mode capture).

Symbol data in the extended format has variable custom definitions that help us to display arbitrary information. The label 
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Symbol data in the extended format has variable custom definitions that help us to display arbitrary information. The label 

name and the assigned value are the first fields. Note here that the labels cannot assign to a value range. The COL attribute

assigns the color (could be in the HTML format #RRGGBB as well). Colors should be one of values defined in wx.Widgets

(see: http://www.yellowbrain.com/stc/color_names.html ). The F1-F12 attributes define the corresponding label for the 

values found in the data section. Ie. The first data element for label Payload, would be the length (Len)



XML Description, Timing
Timing Data begins with a small header. I kept the Module’s name (168x/9x Logic Analyzer etc). The number of samples is 

written at the corresponding attribute “NumberOfSamples”. Also in the <TimeData> field the last sample should not have a 

“,” (comma) as the previous samples.

http://www.yellowbrain.com/stc/color_names.

html
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XML Description, Data
Task data (assuming Bus mode selected in LA) are recorded in the last XML section. First comes the task value and then the 

DebugClk state (which is always One for rising edge sampling). Also in the <DigitalData> field the last sample should not 

have a “,” (comma) as the previous samples.

In the extended XML used the <DigitalData> contains more information. The first field has the value and then the F1-F12 
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In the extended XML used the <DigitalData> contains more information. The first field has the value and then the F1-F12 

field follows. The last value is always 1 to comply with the standard XML captured with a logic analyzer (unused value). Each

data field matches the corresponding F1-F12 label. For events not having any data the corresponding fields (and labels) are 

empty. Also in the <DigitalData> field the last sample should not have a “,” (comma) as the previous samples.


